
Inspection of The Old School Day 
Nursery - Tommies Childcare
The Old School, Post Office Row, Astley, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 7QS

Inspection date: 29 March 2023

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Good



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

Children are happy in this welcoming and well-organised nursery. They form secure 
attachments with practitioners, who are attentive to their needs, wishes and 
thoughts. Practitioners speak respectfully to children. They praise children for their 
efforts during activities and daily routines, such as making models with play dough 
and serving their own dinner at mealtimes. This helps children to develop their 
sense of self and confidence. Practitioners welcome parents and children 
enthusiastically. They take time to talk to parents and ensure collaborative 
information-sharing. As a result, practitioners can fully support children's well-being 
during their day, which helps children to feel safe and secure. 

Practitioners design a curriculum that focuses on children's interests and next steps 
in their learning. Practitioners ensure that parents play an active part in their child's 
learning by sharing children's interests and recent experiences. This helps 
practitioners to provide a broad curriculum for children. Babies confidently engage 
in sensory activities, such as water and sand play. Toddlers enthusiastically explore 
the kitchen role-play area, which has real fruits and vegetables, where they peel 
onions proudly. Practitioners use stories to support older children's learning. For 
example, they encourage older children to describe and try exotic fruits from the 
book 'Handa's Surprise'. Children demonstrate their previous learning by recalling 
parts of fairy tales that they have read. For example, they talk about 'Little Red 
Riding Hood' and the wolf hiding in grandma's bed, and they work together to build 
strong houses with foam bricks, inspired by the story of 'The Three Little Pigs'. All 
children thoroughly enjoy opportunities to play outdoors, where they use scooters 
to develop their physical skills and build on their imagination in the role-play shop.

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n Managers are passionate and driven in their intent to offer good early years 
experiences for all children. Practitioners work well together to provide a 
curriculum that builds on what children know and what they want children to 
learn next. This helps children to make good progress from their starting points. 

n Practitioners talk confidently about their key children, and they have clear 
intentions relating to enhancing children's learning and development. 
Practitioners quickly identify children who will benefit from additional support. 
They work well with parents to ensure that support is put in place within the 
setting, including the use of individual development plans for those experiencing 
communication and language delay. This helps to narrow any gaps in attainment 
and ensure good outcomes for all children. 

n Partnerships with parents are extremely positive. Parents explain that their 
children are always happy to come to the nursery, and that they feel that 
practitioners always take the time to communicate with them and provide 
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detailed feedback. Practitioners update parents about their child's progress. 
They provide information evenings for parents about topics such as how to 
support children's communication and language development and promote 
school readiness. This supports parents and enables them to continue their 
children's learning at home.

n Children are enthusiastic about the activities that they are taking part in. Older 
children become immersed as they practise cutting vegetables. They use knives 
and potato peelers to cut vegetables for their pasta salad, which helps to 
develop their fine motor skills. Children proudly show off their cutting skills and 
value the praise from practitioners.

n Children generally behave well. They learn to share and play cooperatively 
together. However, on occasions, when children display some unwanted 
behaviours, practitioners are not consistent in their responses. As a result, 
children do not gain a clear understanding of what is expected of them to be 
able to follow the nursery's 'golden rules'.

n Practitioners encourage all children to be independent throughout the day. They 
teach children simple skills from an early age, such as the ability to make 
choices at snack time, serve their own meals and put on their own coats and 
wellington boots. As a result, children show good levels of confidence and 
independence. 

n Managers ensure that children have rich experiences as they learn. For example, 
children build connections in the wider community when they visit and spend 
time in the local care home. This supports children's social skills and knowledge 
about their community. 

n Managers encourage practitioners through supervision and open discussion. 
Practitioners comment that they feel well supported by their managers and have 
opportunities to develop their professional interests, such as learning and 
implementing the use of sign language. This helps their teaching skills to 
continually develop, and means that the quality of support that they give to 
children to develop their communication and language is strong.

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

Managers and practitioners have a secure understanding of how to keep children 
safe. They are aware of what actions to take if they have concerns about a child's 
safety or welfare. All practitioners understand the local procedures to follow if they 
need to report concerns about a child or an adult. Managers identify patterns of 
accidents, risk assess environments and act quickly on any hazards. This helps to 
create a safe and suitable environment for children. Managers follow a robust 
recruitment process, which helps to ensure that all practitioners working with 
children are suitable. Practitioners are kept up to date with training, including 
safeguarding and paediatric first aid.

What does the setting need to do to improve?
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To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n support practitioners to be consistent in their behaviour management 
approaches to help further develop children's understanding of the behaviour 
expectations in the nursery. 
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY441851

Local authority Warwickshire

Inspection number 10280257

Type of provision Childcare on non-domestic premises

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register, Voluntary Childcare Register

Day care type Full day care

Age range of children at time of 
inspection

0 to 4

Total number of places 28

Number of children on roll 50

Name of registered person Tommies Childcare Ltd

Registered person unique 
reference number RP900852

Telephone number 01676542266

Date of previous inspection 15 August 2017

Information about this early years setting

The Old School Day Nursery - Tommies Childcare registered in 2012. The provider 
employs 11 members of childcare staff. The manager holds a relevant early years 
qualification at level 5. Of the remaining staff, seven hold an appropriate early 
years qualification at level 3 and two hold relevant level 2 qualifications. The 
nursery opens Monday to Friday all year around. Sessions are from 7.30am until 
6pm. The nursery receives funding to provide free early education for two-, three- 
and four-year-old children.

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Danie Ellson
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Inspection activities

n This was the first routine inspection the provider received since the COVID-19 
pandemic began. The inspector discussed the impact of the pandemic with the 
provider and has taken that into account in their evaluation of the provider. 

n The inspector viewed the provision and discussed the safety and suitability of 
the premises.

n The manager joined the inspector on a learning walk and talked to the inspector 
about their curriculum and what they want the children to learn. 

n The inspector talked to staff at appropriate times during the inspection and took 
account of their views.

n The inspector observed the quality of education being provided indoors and 
outdoors, and assessed the impact that this was having on children's learning.

n The manager and the inspector carried out a joint observation of a physical 
activity. 

n Parents and grandparents shared their views of the setting with the inspector. 
n The inspector looked at relevant documentation and reviewed evidence of the 

suitability of staff working in the nursery.

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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